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Our Vision:

The Community’s choice for the pursuit
of literacy, leisure, learning and innovation.

Our Mission:

The Lethbridge Public Library provides, preserves
and promotes valuable resources, in a comfortable
welcoming place, where people of all ages can
express their creativity, stimulate their imagination
and satisfy their learning.

Lethbridge Public Library: Main Branch, 810 5 Ave. South. The Crossings Branch, 255 Britannia Blvd. West
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Message from the Board Chair
Making good ideas happen is exciting, especially
when these ideas benefit our residents

S

cott Belsky, the author of Making Ideas Happen:
Overcoming the Obstacles Between Vision and Reality states
in his book: “An idea can only become a reality once it is
broken down into organized, actionable elements.”
The theme for this year’s Report to the Community is
‘Making Ideas Happen.’ What an intriguing concept! “Ideas”
gives the impression that something new is on the horizon.
Enthusiasm is generated when vision becomes reality. When
ideas happen, exciting discussions take place, plans are
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prepared, and cost analyses take place. The reality of making
good ideas happen is exciting, especially when these ideas will
benefit our residents.
What makes ideas happen? Through dialogue with many
residents over the past year ideas have been generated. The
Red Chair Campaign provided the opportunity for the
Library staff to interact with many residents, many of whom
are not regular Library visitors. It is always easier to approach
service to our residents in the traditional role and not engage
in innovative projects. Thinking outside the box of what has
always been done can be intimidating because the pathway
isn’t clearly marked. The reality is that we are in a rapidly
changing world and the Library and the services which it
provides have to anticipate what some of these changes might
be and be willing to be at the forefront of that change, willing
to be leaders. The Library is the hub of information. We have
to engage the community to better understand how to provide
what residents need and the significant opportunities.
Imagine! Imagine what it would be like to be able to access
information you need quickly. Imagine what it would be like
to check out tickets to concerts, athletic events, and other
community events in one easy stop to your Library. Imagine
what it would be like to be able to have significant input into
how the Library can best serve you.
The Library is an exciting place to be. The Board of the
Library is eager and supportive in providing the resources you
need. Making ideas happen doesn’t always come naturally.
Making ideas happen doesn’t always come without difficulty
or without significant discussion. Making ideas happen takes
commitment and vision. Making ideas happen is exhilarating
and fulfilling.
What are the new things that will be happening at the
Library? The staff of the Library have been discussing a
number of ideas and initiatives. Though many of the ideas
have been formulated and researched, there are elements
of the ideas that need to be developed before they can be
implemented. This should prove to be an exciting year! In
order for the ideas to become reality, they have to be broken
down into elements that can be acted upon in order to benefit
our residents.

Respectfully submitted,
Vic Mensch,
Chair of the Board

Message from the CEO
The Library focuses its attention outwardly

H

ow do we jump start our creative process? How do
we follow through with our ideas and turn them into
tangible outcomes? The theme for this year’s Report to the
Community is ‘Making Ideas Happen’. What I really like is that it
is all about the happening. It is about taking an idea and through
action turning it into results. This report highlights the exciting
options we are pursuing to add to your overall Library Experience.
Our tag line is ‘Connecting You to Ideas’ and that tag line is
powered by one of our Values which states that “we value action,
results and continuous improvement.” The ideas may come from
anywhere but when we share them, collaborate on them and put our
resources behind them we find ourselves making things happen.
In 2014, we had many examples of ways we turned ideas into
happenings. This entire document is just a snap shot of some of the
ideas we have been working on this past year. One of my favourites is
the community outreach engagement we undertook with our iconic
red chair. The idea was we want to be involved in and supportive of
the community we serve. The question that followed was “how do
we really know what the community thinks or what the community
wants?” The answer was the only way to know for sure is to go ask
the community. That idea, became our red chair outreach where we
went out into the community and asked the question: ‘how do you
fit a community into a library’? These community conversations
precipitated a plethora of other ideas we may not have otherwise
have thought about if we had not taken the opportunity to engage
in these conversations. Our job now is to take those ideas, prioritize
them, look for alignment with our Plan of Service goals and then
allocate the resources to make them happen and watch them grow.
A great example of this process is our sports ticketing program that
we launched in 2014. This initiative made it possible for Library
members to access tickets to Kodiaks, Pronghorns, Bulls and
Hurricanes games. That library card benefit came out of a simple
idea of “what if we try this…” and the response to the program was
overwhelming as Library members made immediate use of it. The
idea was so successful we are currently working on expanding it to
music, theatre, cultural and recreational events throughout the City
to develop the idea’s overall impact and give additional value to a
Library membership.
Some ideas take a while to bring to fruition and other ideas can
occur in a moment and be acted upon quickly such as the Tour of
Alberta display we assembled to support this great community event.
Everyone talks about the Library as a community gathering place
and specifically as a venue where individuals can share ideas and I
believe the more outward focused the Library becomes the more
opportunities and new ideas we are going to receive from our
community.
I am very proud of the accomplishments achieved by the entire staff
in 2014. I am proud of the impact these successes add to the Library
and the benefits that a vibrant Library brings to our wonderful City.
What I am most excited about is that the results we are sharing

in this report are just the beginning and the ideas that are being
generated and shared are just starting to flow. So while we are proud
to share with you our triumphs of 2014, we are even more excited
to let you know there is so much more to come. We invite you to
connect us to your ideas and to be part of the Library’s ongoing
story.
All the best and thank you for all your support.
Tony Vanden Heuvel
CA, CMC
CEO, Lethbridge Public Library
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he Library had hopes of rolling
out a new Bookmobile in the
fall of 2014, but there were a
few delays and mega challenges,
so that debut has been moved to 2015.
Intercontinental Truck Body (ITB) of
Coaldale designed and is building the new
Bookmobile.
The project to replace our current
Bookmobile with a new one was announced
in 2009. At that time the Bookmobile was
25-years-old and the project was meant to
address maintenance issues for the aging
vehicle, as well as access and comfort issues,
in addition to a hope to expand mobile library
services beyond loaning materials. Five years
later the goals of this huge project have not
changed and the long awaited delivery of the
new Bookmobile promises to address all these
issues and more.
The Bookmobile provides library services
outside of the static Library walls, furthering
the Library’s mission of ‘Connecting YOU to
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of the

Ideas’ to those who might not otherwise be
able to visit the Library.
Debi Charlesworth, Library Manager of
Corporate Services, says “A multi-stage
Negotiated Request for Proposals (NRFP)
process for the design/build of the Mobile
Library (Bookmobile) was used. The NRFP
was issued late November of 2013 and when
it closed just before Christmas, 2013, five
proposals had been received. Scoring began
immediately and by January 7, 2014 the
top three proposals had been shortlisted.
Meetings were held to review vendor
proposals and revisions requested as we shared
in detail our vision of the new Bookmobile
with them. This process was complete
mid-February and ITB of Coaldale was the
successful vendor. More meetings were held
with ITB to finalize/confirm the design and
the build began in April with an estimated
delivery date of August.”
As we all know, best laid plans go astray. In
June we were advised that the chassis was

“hung up in shipping”, this delay was the first
of many that would change our anticipated
delivery date. The chassis arrived early in
August and the build was two months behind
schedule with a new estimated arrival date of
mid-October. When building a one-of-a-kind
vehicle many issues arise and as we discovered
this meant more delays. We were excited
for the new delivery date of mid-December
as during weekly visits we saw it was nearly
complete but we were told of another issue
that would take several months to resolve.”
Debi says “The completed vehicle underwent
its final weight study and it was determined
that it would not be able to accommodate the
weight of the collection we intended to put on
it. Back to the drawing board, more meetings
and a decision was made to modify the
wheelbase to allow for an increased payload.
Just before Christmas a new axle was ordered,
and ITB started on modifications to allow
for moving the rear axle back, installing a
new front axle and extending the driveline.

Bookmobile
The new axle arrived at the end of January,
2015 and delivery was scheduled for midFebruary.”
Randy Van Seters of ITB says the company
is incredibly pleased to have been given the
opportunity to produce this ‘state-of-the-art’
vehicle.
He says “There are some exceptional
challenges to overcome on a build of this
scale. The process has been enormous:
approximately 3,000 person hours poured
into the build, incorporating the effort of
numerous local Lethbridge area residents
over the last eight months. In addition to
the actual build time, much time and energy
was spent in design and final testing to
ensure mobility, functionality and, above all
else, vehicle/community safety. There were
adjustments to the timeframe to suit this
attention to detail and to ensure nothing was
overlooked, but the end product is one that
we are thrilled with.

Following in the footsteps of its long-serving
ITB-built predecessor, the new Bookmobile
will have the capability to dependably serve
our community for many, many years to
come.”
Terra Plato, Manager Branch Services
at the Library, says the new Bookmobile
will have a wheelchair lift and a wider aisle
to accommodate those in wheelchairs.
Temperature controls will also be improved
-which means ensuring it stays warm in the
winter and cool in the summer.
The new Bookmobile not only replaces an
aging vehicle but also expands services from
just a vehicle that carries books to one that
carries library services beyond the walls of the
Library, making the new Bookmobile a truly
mobile library.
She says, “Yes, you will still be able to
borrow books, DVDs and other materials, but
there will also be room to highlight library
resources that you might not otherwise
discover on your own and some new

Build

types of materials to borrow. Additionally,
programming will be offered from the new
Bookmobile. Drop-in and pop-up programs
will be available for customers of all ages
and an attachable outdoor tent will allow the
Bookmobile to host mini-events.”
A Bookmobile depot attached to The
Crossings Branch has been approved
to provide indoor parking for the new
Bookmobile. It will also provide a better
work space for the Bookmobile staff when
they’re not on the road as well as storage
and better workflows for Bookmobile library
collections as they rotate on and off the
Bookmobile. Initial projections from City
of Lethbridge architects estimate that the
facility expansion will cost up to $600,000.
The Library has already budgeted $400,000
towards the new Bookmobile depot through
existing fundraising efforts. The remaining
costs up to $200,000 will be covered by City
of Lethbridge initiative funding.
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Numbers
In 2014, the Bookmobile circulated
32,661 items and registered 211
new Library members. Aside from
lending books, movies, videogames
and more, our staff answer a lot of
questions from a lot of visitors to the
Bookmobile. In 2014, staff answered
more than 14,000 questions for the
17,000 visitors on the Bookmobile!

Thanks to our donors:

City of Lethbridge Community
Capital Project Grant;
Community Facility
Enhancement Program;
Lethbridge Public Library Board;
Community Spirit Grant;
TELUS;
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Jay Bortnik;
Miss Sophia Capriles;
Isaac and Mateo Alavardo;
Jennifer Mather in memory
of Lynn Mather;
Fleetwood Bawden School.

Quotes
“Wow, you guys really need a new Bookmobile; we’re so
happy to see that it’s going to happen; can’t wait as we use
the Bookmobile all the time!”
“We are super thrilled the Library is getting a new
Bookmobile.”
- Impromptu Community Conversations

Plans and projects; designs and builds; all
involve collaboration and time and making ideas
happen successfully determines the enjoyment
that people will experience as a result.
Robert Putnam said “People may go to libraries
looking for information, but they find each other
there.” So whether it’s building a Bookmobile;
coming up with creative ways to engage with our
community; looking at how we effectively use
our space at the Main Branch and The Crossings
Branch or offering streaming movies and music,
in 2014, Lethbridge Public Library pondered
the question: How do you fit a community into
a Library?

The Library is a gateway to the community and this year we
highlighted increasing the fun component of a library card by offering
customers the chance to check out tickets to a sports game and we
focused on promoting our specialist experts and our digital content.
The question that kept surfacing was: ‘What retaining attributes
and resources do we keep and what do we hurry to adapt and adopt
in our transition and growth in an increasingly digital world?’ The
community of Lethbridge began building the Library 95 years ago
and we want to ensure that it continues to add huge dividends to
Lethbridge’s livability quotient.
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A

Have
a Seat

a public campaign that encompassed talking to over 700 people

sking people their thoughts
about the Library is not a new
practice, it’s been done with
in-house surveys, web surveys
and phone surveys by professionals. The red
chair public campaign was a little different,
the Library went out into the community,
attending a number of events or just showing
up at City locations and we weren’t asking
specific questions just initiating impromptu
conversations so the public could share what
was top of mind for them when it came to
their thoughts about the Library.
We spoke to over 700 people and also
did special interviews with a number
of Lethbridge ‘Community Builders’
who shared their thoughts with us. A
special report, Impromptu Community
Conversations, Summer of 2014 details six
main story themes that the Library will
explore, searching for ways to incorporate
them into future Library plans.
Taking the time to speak with the public
one-on-one proved to be successful in not
only engaging and informing them about the
Library, but also providing a presence within
the community.
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The main story themes were: We Love the
Library; People Want More of the Good
Stuff, less of the not so good; Well…I Didn’t
Know That!; By the Way I’m Having Just a
Little Trouble Using the eResources; Since
My Life is Filled to the Max, it makes a
difference to me that the Library is close
to where I live or work and It’s Important
that the Library be a Community Hub - a
place to learn, discuss, interact, have fun and
sometimes expand who we are.
Tony Vanden Heuvel, Library CEO says
“the responses we received have allowed us
to become very clear and very proud of how
the Lethbridge Public Library contributes to
the livability of our beautiful city.” We plan
to use the report information to guide us
in our actions in the next few years, as well
as input for our next Plan of Service. The
partnerships the Library forges will further
our goals of truly being involved with,
reflective of and driven by the communities
we serve.”
We discovered that people LOVE our kids
programs and one of the most common
suggestions when asked ‘what can we do
better?’ was to offer more variety in adult

programs: “some
exciting stuff that
would entice me to go
out in the evening.”
Conversations with
‘Community Builders’
centred around the
themes of Livability,
West Side Growth Momentum, Downtown,
Heart of Our City, Partnerships, Working
Together, Fitting a Community into a
Library, Public Education, Digital Learning,
Relevance, Homelessness, Community
Hubs, Expertise, Opening Up Your Life,
Connecting and Passion.
We spoke to: MLAs Greg Weadick and
Bridget Pastoor; University of Lethbridge
and Lethbridge College Presidents Dr. Mike
Mahon and Dr. Paula Burns; Ted Stilson,
Executive Director, Downtown Lethbridge
BRZ; Cheryl Dyck, CEO, Economic
Development Lethbridge; Jeff Greene, City
Director of Planning and Development, and
Diane Randall, Manager Community and
Social Development, City of Lethbridge.

“I feel very strongly that libraries should remain vital and part of today’s communities. Universities and
libraries are being challenged in today’s world – the ground is shaking – but we feel that both of them are
as important today as they were 100 years ago.” – Mike Mahon, President, University of Lethbridge

The Library gratefully accepted a cheque for $9,300 from
Northside Lethbridge Dodge as the June recipients of their 12
Months of Charity Campaign. The red chair and the Community
Conversations campaign were mentioned in the ads featuring the
Library for this special promotion.

{

}

As people talked to us about the
Library it became clear that people
value the Library and absolutely
want to make it part of their daily
round: “we always want it to be
there for our community.”
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Score Tickets
to the Game

In June, the Library launched its sports pass lending program with tickets for Lethbridge Bulls games. Customers with a valid
library card can borrow up to four tickets a game (limit of one game per month) for each of the following local sports teams:
Lethbridge Bulls, Lethbridge Hurricanes, Lethbridge College Kodiaks and University of Lethbridge Pronghorns.

W

hile the Library purchased
some tickets, each team
generously donated tickets
to the Library for the
program and we have since started receiving
donations from local businesses, such as
Davidson & Williams, LLP. The lending
program has been very popular, with all
the tickets for a number of teams getting
scooped up very early on. However, due
to donations, occasionally extra tickets are
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added throughout the season. Plans are to
expand this program in 2015 so that even
more people can enjoy what our local sports
teams have to offer. In 2014, we loaned out
approximately 575 tickets!
This initiative creates new and exciting
liaisons with community partners and
the step into recreational fun is an
unprecedented move for the Library. This
initiative also extends to Chinook Arch
Regional Library card holders who access

tickets through Lethbridge Public Library.
Robin Hepher, Associate Director, Chinook
Arch Regional Library System noted, “Like
libraries, sporting events play an important
role in bringing the community together.”
Lethbridge College Coach, Avery Harrison,
says “Being a part of the community is very
important to us and we look forward to
opportunities in the future where we can
collaborate and partner in other areas.”

New

T

Digital Resources

Access amazing digital content at
home and on the go!

he Library introduced several
new digital resources in 2014,
one of the most successful of
which was hoopla. Providing
streaming services for movies, television,
music, and audiobooks, hoopla was a hit
with customers. Everyone was particularly
excited about being able to download
titles on mobile devices for later listening
or viewing. Offering thousands of titles,
hoopla gave customers the ability to access
entertainment options almost anywhere.
Two programs held in August and October

to help customers get started with hoopla
saw over 30 people attend.
hoopla wasn’t the only big new thing in
digital resources at the Library.
Gale Courses provided a whole new way
to learn, offering online courses run by
professional instructors on a wide range of
topics from digital photography to creating
a business plan to playing the guitar.
Comics Plus: Library Edition gave
customers access to hundreds of digital
comics from a huge range of independent
and popular publishers.

Numbers

• Since introducing hoopla at
the end of July, approximately
1,043 customers signed up for
accounts and checked out 6,923
items.
• Available to the public
in August, 231 people have
enrolled in a class offered by
Gale Courses.
• Live since October, 128
digital comics from Comics
Plus: Library Edition have been
borrowed by customers.

Quotes

“Watched hoopla movie while camping!”
- LPL Customer
“Wherever life takes you…watch movies,
TV shows, listen to music or an audio book…
streaming with your library card. “
- LPL/Chinook Arch Radio Ad
“Patrons now have convenience at their fingertips
with the service’s on-demand content and easyto-use interface, which is accessible on almost any
device. We are fortunate that the Alberta Public
Library Services Branch is assisting libraries to
provide hoopla to Albertans.”
- Jody Mendenhall, Chinook Arch
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More
Outreach

Focused Programming

Reading is an essential life skill. Learning to read begins
at birth. Our programs are structured on the five early
literacy skills from “Every Child Ready to Read.” We
encourage families to sing, talk, write, play, and read
together. We bring that message to all our programs, we
have taken the message to the region, and we share that
message with our community partners.

More
Programs

Forward March!

There’s a transformation happening in the library. You can
sense the movement when you visit, you can see the direction in
the stats. We’re focused on meeting community needs. We’re
looking outward. We’re moving forward with purpose!

Early Learning

Why early literacy programs? The research is in. High-quality early
childhood experiences are pivotal for establishing key cognitive, physical,
and social-emotional skills. Communities with higher literacy skills have
lower crime rates. Early literacy programs build healthy communities.
“We love Small 'n' Tall. We’re so happy to learn the rhymes.
The kids enjoyed it; they can't wait for fall!”
~ LPL Customer
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Programs
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More
Tours

More
People

Children’s Books are to be savoured and loved, and above all, read!
Relevant Collections

We’re in the business of providing you with materials that will
delight, inspire, and connect you to ideas.
The Children’s Services team undertook and completed a thorough
weeding of the entire Children’s collection at MAIN. We also
realigned our collection budget with item usage. Our materials are
attractive and relevant.

2014 Children’s Circulation:
All Branches
Music/BKCDs
1%

Movies
57%

All Other
2%

Books
40%

Inviting Spaces

At the Main Branch we’ve added new furniture, painted the pillars,
recycled redundant furniture, opened up the space, and made the
area more comfortable and inviting. Children’s Services is leading
and sharing within the community. Our team of caring, nurturing
people go out of their way to help in any way they can.

Circulation Totals
Movies

359,010

Books

255,126

All Other
Music/BKCDs
TOTAL

11,691
6,355
632,182
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New Design at The
Crossings Branch
“I really like the new
desk. It works much
better in the space.”
“This place looks
amazing! Lots more
space!”

“This set up is less
confusing. I never knew
where to go before.”

An Open View
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The circulation area at The Crossings
Branch was redesigned in 2014 to provide
a better experience for both customers
and staff. We have received many positive
comments from customers on the change.
The redesign included the move and
installation of a new circulation desk, as well
as the move of public computer pods, selfcheck machines and some shelving.
The positive results are many:
• An open and attractive view of the Branch
upon entering
• Easy access and sightlines to the popular
Blockbusters and Top Reads collections
• A circulation desk that is attractive, neat,
and designed with a customer focus
• A defined public computer use area
• A more functional and roomy work area
for Customer Service Desk staff
• Sightlines from the circulation desk which
allow staff to see and interact with customers
from all angles.

Busy Westside Hub
Located between two high schools in the
developing The Crossings neighbourhood,
the Library is a community-space heavily
used by the students of the high schools, as
well as many families on the west side.
The Crossings Branch offers a wide range
of materials including fiction and nonfiction, children’s material, DVDs (including
Blockbusters), video games, magazines,
newspapers, and much more! If you can’t
find what you need, you can place a hold
on items from any library in the System
to be picked up at The Crossings Branch.
It also acts as a major resource to libraries
throughout Southern Alberta, lending more
than 18,000 items to libraries outside the
City in 2014.

Material Use at
The Crossings Branch

310000
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New Memberships at
The Crossings Branch
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FYI

Numbers
Meeting rooms at The Crossings Branch
were booked 164 times in 2014, with a total
of 1,418 attendees. Additionally, rooms were
used on a drop-in basis by 1,442 people.
We had: 7,824 children, 265 teens, and 755
adults attend programs at The Crossings
Branch in 2014.

Staff checked in more than 317,000 library
materials in 2014.
The Crossings Branch is a great place to
come spend some time. There are three
bookable meeting rooms and a Digital
Learning Centre that can accommodate a
variety of group sizes. Meeting rooms can
also be used on a drop-in basis (as available).
Customers can use two video game stations,
curl up and read by our fireplace, or get
together with a group in our large atrium
featuring a satellite location of Sandy’s
Lunch Bag, and the ongoing mural project
of the Chinook High School Art Club.
Programs are offered almost every day
of the week: children’s programs that run
Mondays through Thursdays; teen programs
alternating Fridays; Bring Your Own Baby
Book Club once a month, as well as Tuesday
Night Movies, Seniors Café Chat, and a
Saturday Stitching Group.
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Read On Adult Literacy Services
helping our new community members shine!

“Acquiring literacy is an empowering process, enabling millions to enjoy access to knowledge
and information which broadens horizons, increases opportunities and creates alternatives for
building a better life.” – Kofi Annan
“Lil is always seeking conversation and input from her Library
colleagues, administrative team, program volunteers and her professional
networks. But above all, Lil is driven by the feedback from her clients and
students and is constantly updating and adapting workshops and courses
to meet ever changing community needs. We know that Lil is passionate,
innovative and committed to literacy!”
Barbara Longair,
Manager, Children’s Services at the Library

The Library’s Literacy
Services Coordinator, Lil
Radley, received the Ruth
Hayden Memorial Family
Literacy Practitioner
Award in 2014. This
award recognizes the
accomplishments of
individual practitioners in the
family literacy field.

“On behalf of the Lethbridge Public Library Board, I would like to
extend congratulations to Lil for winning the Ruth Hayden Award! It is
so good to see our staff being recognized for their significant contributions
in helping other people to be able to read; to find the joy and contentment
that comes from shared experiences, and helping to improve the quality of
life for other people.”
- Vic Mensch,
Chair of the Board

Numbers
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In 2014, 140 volunteer tutors spent 6,994 hours tutoring students – either
in one-on-one sessions and/or in one of 18 different classes. Fantastic!

Read On Success Stories

Admittance to the BN Program

“Because of the help I received through Read
On I succeeded in the IELTs test and was
admitted to the BN program at the University of
Lethbridge.”

Continuing a Learning Journey

“When I first came to Read On, I only
spoke a few words of English, I am now
taking my first University course –
Academic English. I have also joined the
Coulee Commentators Toastmaster’s Club.”

Passing the Trades
Entry Exam

“It was tough. I didn’t think I could do
it and I couldn’t have, without the help
and encouragement of my Read On
tutor. Now I have just finished my 2nd
year.”

Classes in 2014 were offered in: pronunciation, conversation, basic computer and keyboarding skills, writing, language proficiency
preparation, math and Canadian citizen preparation.
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TEEN ZONE
What is a Little
Free Library?

“It’s a ‘take a book, return a book’
gathering place where neighbours
share their favourite literature and
stories.” – littlefreelibrary.org

Teens love books and sharing
books with friends makes reading
even more fun. The Library’s teen
services partnered with the YWCA’s
GirlSpace program to build and
stock a Little Free Library. The
library shelves are located in the
GirlSpace room at the YWCA and
house books for girls ages 8-18.
Girls can borrow books or leave
books behind to share with others
- it’s all about fostering a love of
reading.

1
1. Our Teen Top Chefs also learned how to

make sushi, with help of Trish from Umami.”

20
20

2. Darin Gibson, of Legacy Tae Kwon Do,
teaches an introductory class on a Friday
afternoon in January.

2
3. Board games are a perennial

favourite on Friday afternoons.
Watch for even more fun games
coming in 2015.

4

{

3

In addition to Friday teen programs
at the Library teens are encouraged
to follow LPLTeenZone on
Tumblr, Instagram and Facebook:
TeenProgramsAtLPL.

}

6

5
7
4. Belinda Crowson from the

Galt Museum leads the teens on
a wartime history walk through
downtown Lethbridge.

5. Every teen who comes to a

Library program gets to take
a prize home – books, movies,
T-shirts and more are all up for
grabs.

6. Luke shows off his entry in
the Teen Top Chef: Cupcake
Challenge.

7. This summer’s teen programs
were all about the fandoms
including the ever popular
Doctor Who.
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The Word On The Street Festival: Our 4th year of
‘taking it to the street’ to advocate for literacy and celebrate reading
This year’s festival showcased an amazing lineup of authors including Erin Bow, the recipient of the 2011 TD Canadian Children’s Literature
Award; Ruth Ohi, whose books have been nominated for the Governor General’s Award; Julie Van Rosendaal, best-selling author of six
cookbooks and a columnist on CBC Radio One as well as local cartoonist, Eric Dyck.

Photo by Stacey Rae Images

Food

Family Activities

Exhibitor Marketplace

Information Tent

Music Performances

Publishing Workshop

Cartooning for Kids

Cartooning for Teens

Kid’s Corner

Teen Zone

Poetry Talks

Ratings for Different Parts of the Festival
Adult Author Talks

5.0
4.5
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

Numbers

Attendance: 4,000
Authors: 20
Exhibitors: 36
Stages: 6
Volunteers: 37

Trying New Things with
Adult Programming
Several new programs aimed at adults made their debut in 2014:

Bring Your Own
Baby Book Club

A baby-friendly book club for
parents and caregivers with young
children and babies, began meeting in
September at The Crossings Branch.
Babies eat, sleep, or play, while their
parents and caregivers have the
chance to discuss good books and
meet new people.
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Phone-tography

This session encouraged program
attendees to discover the options their
smart phones or tablets provide for
taking photos. Exploring different
apps for taking and editing photos,
customers who attended the program
got the chance to play with their
phones or tablets in whole new ways.

Radical Home Economics

At the Main Branch and aimed at
the Pinterest addicts, the crafty, and
fans of DIY, this craft program is
held Saturday mornings. Program
attendees meet to create a craft
chosen from Pinterest, chat about
projects they’re working on, and learn
about what the Library offers to
crafters.

Friends Volunteers are Always Ready for the next Inspiring Experience

V

olunteers are the lifeblood of any
volunteer organization and the
Friends of the Lethbridge Public
Library is no exception. We recognize the
individuals and organizations that regularly
contribute to our efforts to support and fund
the programs and services of our wonderful
Library.
The Friends’ volunteer Board members
for 2013-2014 are shown below with the
exception of Georgie Harper who joined the
Board after the picture was taken. The group

is pictured with the new display case paid for
by the Alberta Community Spirit Program
and the Friends.
Booktique and annual MEGA book/DVD
sales provide much of the revenue received
by the Friends in any given year. Under the
leadership of Karran Thorpe, a small group
including Jean Fennell, Bob Giesbrecht,
Betty Maciura and others gathered weekly
to sort, price, and store books as well as to
replenish the shelves of Booktiques at both
the Main and The Crossings Branch.
The Friends wish to gratefully acknowledge
the contribution of volunteers from Ability
Resource Centre who provided valuable
assistance to the Friends in preparing
materials for sale.
The Word On The Street Festival volunteers
included Marion Coté, Monica Ekvall, Bob
Giesbrecht, Margot Pollard, Wayne R. and
others.
Volunteers also helped with chores at each
showing of the Banff Mountain Festival

Films World Tour. Regular helpers included
Barry and Allison Adams, Jeff and Donna
Motherwell, Séamus and Judy O’Shea,
Silva Baiton, Caryl Nelson-Fitzpatrick,
and Margaret Simmons. Karran Thorpe
and Leslie Vaala again led the Millennium
Garden Pruning volunteer team.
In 2014 the Friends held its first sale of
used Library computers. Volunteers included
Dennis Fitzpatrick, Georgie Harper, Eric
Williams, Fran Hiscocks, Charlotte Caton
and Deb Smith.
Thank you to Paige Flohr who updated and
maintained our website: lethlibfriends.com
Thank you to all who assisted the Friends
with charitable donations and supported
our sales. On behalf of the Friends Board, I
thank these volunteers and any others whom
I may have failed to mention.
Charlotte Caton,
President

We’re Happy to offer LPL@LC

In September, we were able to revive
a former partnership with Lethbridge
College, which bring LPL books to
their students and staff. The Library
has placed a display at the college
stocked with discarded TopReads
and Blockbusters. Each item in
the display has a sticker that says
‘courtesy of Lethbridge Public
Library’. So far the collection has
had an excellent reception from both
LC library staff and students.
In support of the City of Lethbridge bid for the 2019 Canada
Winter Games, several Library staff members attended the
Enmax and Galt Garden ceremonies.

Library is Part of Intelligent
Community Initiative

ALA Public Innovators Lab for
Libraries Conference Reaffirms
Impact Libraries Can Have

Tony Vanden Heuvel, CEO and
Terra Plato, Manager Branch
Services, both attended this October
event and found the conference’s
theme useful to the question: ‘How
do we fit a community into a
Library?’

Along with Economic Development,
the City of Lethbridge, and
numerous community stakeholders,
the Library has been invited to
embark on a project to benefit
the entire Lethbridge community
by following a module of the
Intelligent Community Foundation.
It is based on these five principles:
broadband connectivity, knowledge
of workplace, innovation, digital
inclusion and advocacy.
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The Stats Behind the Library’s Success Story

Where does our support come from?
3%

2%

5%

7%

Program and Project Grants
Chinook Arch Regional Library
System Resource Sharing Revenue

83%

Donations and Other Revenue Sources
Provincial Per Capita Grant
City of Lethbridge

Where does your dollar go?
6%

15%
15%

64%

Library Materials
Chinook Arch Regional Library
System Membership Fees
Operating (Utilities, insurance, etc.)
Staffing
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LPL
STATS

Visits / Collection

Total Visits to the Main Branch 		
497,428
Total Visits to The Crossings Branch
180,825
Total Visits to Bookmobile 		
17,203
Total Visits to Library Web Page 		
567,180
Total Hours Open
(Main, The Crossings, Bookmobile)
8,131
Library Collection 			
431,520
Items Borrowed 				1,226,456
eMaterials Borrowed 			
74,851
Reference Questions Answered 		
68,342

Various

Number of Library Computer Uses
Number of Library Staff 			
Number of Volunteers 			
Number of Volunteer Hours 		
Number of Library Cardholders 		
Number of Facebook Fans 		
Number of Twitter Followers 		

Programs

Total Number of Programs Offered
Total Attendance at Programs 		
Total Number of Adult Programs 		
Attendance at Adult Programs 		
Total Number of Youth Programs 		
Attendance at Youth Programs 		

95,539
93
400
10,588
20,962
1,414
1,330

4,230
36,792
3,673
14,207
514
20,534
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Acknowledging Valued Gifts and Funding

Thank you to
everyone who gave!
Alberta Association For Multicultural Education
Alger Zadeiks Shapiro LLP
Alpine Drywall (Lethbridge) Ltd.
Astro Insurance & Registry
Awesome Adventures Ltd
Bach, Nicole
Barnett, Fiona
Bateman, Drew
Braund, Sheila
Carmichael, Lindsey
Cervus Equipment
Chapters
Community Foundation of Lethbridge
and Southwestern Alberta
Country 95.5 and B-93.3
DA Buildings Systems Ltd.
Davidson & Williams, LLP
Delmage, Brett
Deltman, Karalee
Deng, Tiffany
Dorren Electric Ltd.
Dumitrescu, Maria
Fineprints Screen Printing & Embroidery
Flaman Sales and Rentals
Gieske, Tracey
Giles, G. Alex
Gray, Kirsten
Grayson, Mark
Hesse, Gerda
High Level Law LLP
John Gogo Fund
K. Young Fund
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Kinette Club of Lethbridge
Lethbridge and District Horticultural Society
Lethbridge Astronomy Society
Lethbridge Bulls
Lethbridge College Kodiaks
Lethbridge Hurricanes
Lethbridge Lodge Hotel
London Drugs
Lowe, Lori
Mather, Jennifer
McGeorge, Paige
Melcor Developments
Naturistas
Nemeth, Joanne
Northside Lethbridge Dodge Chrysler Jeep
Park Place Shopping Centre
Princess Auto Lethbridge
Robinson, Jessica
Save-On-Foods
TD Canada Trust
The Engravers
The Friends of the Lethbridge Public Library
The Lethbridge Herald
TransCanada Pipelines Inc.
University of Lethbridge Pronghorns
Vaala, Leslie
WesternOne Rentals and Sales
Westminster School
Wijesinghe, Nimesh
Wilfred, Lencucha
Williams, Patricia
YPM Chartered Accountants
Zanolli, Kareena

Special Donation to the Library’s
Children’s Collection
Grade 4 and 5 students from Westminster School donated
four books to the Lethbridge Public Library that were finalists
in the Animal Behaviour Society’s Children’s Book Award. Dr.
Jennifer Mather, from the University of Lethbridge and book
award subcommittee member, says “the books are selected
based on scientific accuracy and compelling interest from this
publishing year. The students themselves choose the winner
from the finalists.”
Jenny Cofell, Children’s Librarian, says “It’s very important
for kids to have appealing, accurate science books. These new
books are outstanding and this thoughtful donation will make it
possible for these books to be shared with many other students.”

Jennifer Mather - Banff Mountain
Film Festival Fund
Jennifer Mather has donated generously to establish a Banff Mountain Film Festival Fund to
help purchase the best mountain films which were screened at the Library in previous years at
Banff Mountain Film Festival World Tours. Both Jennifer and husband Lynn (a former Library
Board member, now deceased), were in line to attend the first Banff Mountain Film Festival
World Tour screening in 2001. Now, 15 years later, it will be wonderful to circulate the best
mountain films by professionals and amateurs, that encompass climbing Yosemite, crossing the
Antarctic, trekking in Mongolia, ice climbing in Canada or skiing in Dubai. Jennifer invites
anyone else who would like to donate to this fund to please contact the Library.

Support for The Word On
The Street Festival
The Library was very pleased to have Astro Insurance and
Registry Services as the Kids Story Corner Sponsor for 2014.
Astro presented the Festival with a cheque for $2,000.

A Huge Step Towards Purchasing a New
Piano for the Theatre Gallery
The Library received a $15,000 Community Priorities
Grant from the Community Foundation of Lethbridge and
Southwestern Alberta towards the replacement of the grand
piano at the Main Branch.
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Attaching bikes to the roof to
welcome the Tour of Alberta,
that’s a fantastic idea

let’s make it happen…

